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ABSTRACT

The developmenb of a ganma-ray scintillation spectrometer
is described in which use is made of a plastic phosphor as an

anti-Compton shÍeld" The performance of such a spectrometer is
evaluated by studying the gamme-ray spectra of cs137, zn65 and

113t" It is shown that the shield is effective Ín reducing the
compton portion of the gamma-ray spectra to about 35 per cent of
lts origlnal varue. The photo-peak as werL as the internal
conversion x-ray peak due to unassociated gamma-rays are left
unreduced" Further applications of the spectrometer are
suggested"

0n the instrumentation side, a transi-stor anti-
coincidence unit is used" All other electronic equipment used,

wÍth the exception of the scaler, was also either developec

independently or entaired modification of existing units, A

description of each is Eiven.



CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

In the vast amount of knowledge accumulated to this
day in physics one thing which is peculiarly missing is a

completely satisfactory theory of the nucÌeus" The existing

st4te of affairs 1n nuclear physics today is that there are a

few islands of coherent knowledge 1n a sea of uncorrelated

experimental facts" Such a state of affairs has once before

existed, in the realm of atomic spectra. One would recall- that

a vast amount of experimental- data first had to be accumulated

before a satisfactory and consistent theory of atomic spectra

coul-d be propounded" Judging from the past experience it is
hoped that given enough informabion about the nucleuse it w111

be possible to construct a satisfactory theory of the nucleus (B/+6).

One of several ways to study the nucl-eus is to exami.ne

the particles and radiations emitted by either naturally or

artificial.J-y radioactive nucLei. The three most common radiations

emitted by the nucleus are the alpha, beta and gamma radiatj-ons"

The last named, gamma radiation, is known too or more co_rrectlyu

is hypothesised to arise from the transition of a nucleus from

one energy state Èo another, The study of the energy levels in
vuhich different nuclei exist has been call-ed l f nuclear spectroscopyt

After beta-emission, or any nuclear interaction, the

resuLting nucleus is usual.ly left in an excited stateu, fn going

to the grouncl state either directly or through successive steps,

the nucleus emits one or more gamma rays. ff between the excited
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end groìlnd Çlate -of lhe daughter nucleus (after beta-emlssíon)(iôc|¡^Åirr1 b.ft,, tr*- ä¿("¿ o.nr"L Ífio- I"J*¿ A"""tÕ--
t,here are in all t ti t r l-evelsÀand if transition to aIÌ the levels
is probable, the number of gamma rays emitted wil-l- be nry
These gamma rays provide a very suitable medium for nucfear
spectroscopic studieso

The tot,al absorption gamma-ray spectrometer, described
ln this thesis' is a device based on scintill-ation technique. fn
such a spectrometer the self-coincident gamma Ìines tend to dis-
appear. Thus, if t,he spectrometer is 100 per cent effective then
1n the spectrum obtained there wÍLL not be as many as nc, gå**
lines as mentioned in the preceding paragraph. rnstead, the
number of gamma rays observed wirl be equal_ to the number of
leveLs to which the beta-transition takes place" The energy of
such a gemma ray will be complementary to the beta-partiele
energy. The spectrometer, however, is not 100 per cent efficienü;
but still there is a clear indication which of the garuua rays
correspond to the l"evels to which a beta transition has taken
place' since the self-coincident gamma lines mutuaLly reduce
each ðther, the spectrum obtained is somewhat simpler than the
one obtained by an ordinary scintiLLation spectrometer. Furth'er¡
such a spectrum also helps to estimate the nuclear energy levels
and determine their cascade relationship more" dfrectÌy, precisely
andeasi1ythan-#byanyothersing1enuc1earspectroscopic
teehnique 

"
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CHAPTER 2O

s q INT ILLAT I0'N S PEC TR0MôTB R

The scintillation technique ì^ras one of the earliest
employed for detection of nuclear emanations. A scintilLatlon
screen h¡as first used by RuÈherford and his associates in 1903

as a detector of alpha particles, The principJ-e was revived by

Curran and Baker in I94& witnPa¿aition ofaphotomultiplier tube

for secondary detection (Cl*4). This was the first simple form

of the modern sclntill-ation counter" In 1945 Blau and Dreyfus (n+¡)

used a sirnilar method to neasure the alpha radiation intensityu
the nethod was later developed by Kallmann {KbT, Kb9) and by

col"tman and Marshall (cUT) " They mainly used singre crystals of
various luminescent material-s to produce the scintillation and

subsequent electronic equipment for counting, For a survey of
scint,lllators and also ofhcintiLlation counter, the reader is
referred to volumes by Curran {CSl) and by Birks (S5S) " During
the last nine years the scintill-ation counter and spectrometer
have developed very rapidly" Presentl-y it is the most used

detection instrument in modern nucl-ear research" Some of the

reasons for this are the foLlow-inE:-

( i ) Because the photomulÈiplier tube is capable of dete ct ing

10-9 lumene ),even extremely low intensity light flashes (-
the scintillation counter is very sensitive"

( ii ) As compared to some of the other techniques such as cloud
chambers, magnetic focussing spectrometer and phot,ographic

e¡nul-sion, the scintillation method is more convenient to r.[seÂ

þt va.þrìJ, âurue1 .
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(iii) Since the scintiÌIatíon techníque i,s more efficient than

most of the othersr weak source strengths (fractions of a

nicrocurie ) can be used'

(iv) It can be used for atl radiations(el-ectrons, protons'

neutrons, alpha-particles, and ganma-rays) iust by selecting

the suitable scintillator"
(v) Scintillation counter has energy-selective properties in

the range of 1 2 Kev to about 20 Mev" It can therefore

be used both as a detector of radiations and al-so as a

spectrometefu

(vi) Because the multiplication occurs in a vacuum rather than

in a BâS r the transit time of the secondary el-ectrons is

much less than the drift time of the ions in a Geiger Counter"

Thus, if Èhe scintillator is chosen to have a rapid decayu

resolving times of the order of a few milLi-microseconds

can be obtained" It can e therefore , handle a high counting

rate" This also makes it particularly suibable for fast

coinc idence exPeriments"

A more detailed description of the scintillation

spectronerer is given elsewhere in the literature (nSZ, 855)"

Onty a short descripbion wilL be given here to bring up some

important features which w-itl be used later for the development
h.-ofliotal- absorption spectrometer.

Essentially the scintÍllation spectrometer consists of

scintill-atinq rnaterial which gives out flashee of light whenever

photon or any other nuclear particle interacts with it" The

dt

a



sc intillating
?rphosphorttr

process involved is ttfluorescencetf, These flashes of light
emitted by the scintillator are so minute (in intensity) and short

Iived that they are invisible to the naked €feo The scintillatoru
which frequently is a crystal, is therefore coupled directly or

through a light pipe to a photo-multiptier tube, The purpose of

the light pÍpe would be to cause a somewhat nore uniform illumination

of the photo-cathode surface of the muÌtiplier tube more or l-ess

independent of position of origin of the selntillation in the

phosphor" The light pipe is sometimes'necessary to remove photo-

rnultiplier tube from an unsuitable location ( e, g. in a magnetic

fÍel-d). Figure 1e given below, shows the arrangement of the

phosphor-photornultiplier tube assembÌy"

From the photomultiplier tube

is finally obtained a voltage

pulse whose amplitude ( in
volts ) is directly proportional

to the intensity of flash"

This proportional-ity is linear
only for low output (about one

..\or two volts/ from the photo-

multiplier tube, unless the

t,ube is designed to deliver

large pulses. It is further

subjected to statistical
fl-uctuations.

material or sci.ntillator is sometimes called
a?-tl,'on+l-

& fu îæ' W @g Måtwfhe actual

^0 r\ALLLÌnLnum L-ä-5Lnef,

L lviq 0
õ

PÑos þhor

J-;7$ [';ç'"

Pkol" **ttipl'-e.
Tu.-bø

Frq 1

Psos pHoR PnoromuLTrpLrEe Asse HBLy
( ScK",,.o'f.")
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The lntensity oflïight, fLash from the phosphor is 1n

turn proportional to the amount of energy lost in the phosphor

by the gamma ray photon" This proportionality is also subject

to stabisticat fluctuations (n5Z). It is found to be ]inear
from about I0 - 15 Kev up Èo about 20 Mev (855) for sodium iodide

(tfrallium activated) crystals, used with efficient optical

refÌectors, The linearity is impaired by an inefficient opt,ical

reflector or later by an unsatisfactory linear amplifier or pulse

height anaLyser, which fol-low the photomultiplier tube, Linearity

in other inorganic crystals such as lithium iodide ( europiurn

activated), cesium iodide, calcium tungstate and zinc sulphide

(silver activated) is more or less the same as in sodium iodide

(tfratlium activated) crystal. 0rganic scintillators have been

found to be linear from about 100 Kev up ùo about 12 Mev (n55) '
Fig" 2 given below shows the block schematic diagram of a gamma-

ray scintillation speetrometer"

X
Sourcn

Gavrq A RAY S PTyTR)TYETF-R
(ßA".k S"l'emetn)

S co-tu,
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An analysis, after suitable ampliflcation, of the voltage

pulse ou,tput from the photomultiplier tube is an effective analysis

of the gamrna-ray strÍking the scintillator" If the countinq rate
.t tta inú.¡-.vaL,

in some voltage interval is plotted against the mean voltage tr a

pulse height distribution curve is obtained. The folì-owing would

be the general features of such a curve obtained from a source

of single gamma-ray of energy E, The energy E is Less than 1.02 Mev

and the source is not a positron emitter.

The counbs corresponding to the absorption, 1n the

phosphor, of tobal energy E of the gamma-ray photon will go bo

form a peak called5tphoto-peakt t, This total absorption of
gamma-ray energy can occrrr by either one single photoel-ectric

lnterf¡tion or by successive compton col]isions folLowed by a

photoeJ-ectric interactionu with subsequent absorption of the

X-rays fol-lowing every photoeJ-ectric process, If the X-rays

resul-tin.g from a photoelectric int.eraction are not reabsorbed in
(c-a80øL esca+ø þceks)the crystal but escape from 1tu there will" be other peaks{at'E'- E¡çr

E - ELr etc" where EK, E¡r etco €rr€ the binding energies of the
rapK, L, etc" electronic shell assumi-ng thatr.-K electron was knocked

out in the photoelectrlc processe Since EK is small (a few Kev)

as conpared to the gamma-ray energy and EL, eÈc. are even smal-Ier,

the escâpe peaks will fa]l within the width of the photo-peak an¿

will alter the rising edge of the photo-peak from the symmetric

gaussian shape" At gamma-ray energies less than 100 Kev and using

llar (Tl) crystal , because EK involved is about 28 Kev, a second

ageøadåÈÉ ;rescape peak' wiLl be resolved whose mean pulse height
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proportional to E - 86. Other peaks at E - ELr etc" may al-so

resolved, but are less probable"

As well as the ? ?photo-peakr t there will" be a broad

t eCompton portion? I of the spectrun corresponding to those gamma-

ray photons whichrafter losing a part of their energy by Compton

process in the phosphorrrnanage to escape from it. This portion

of the spectrum would have a Conpton edge , clearly or badly def ine'C 
'

depending upon the resoluLion" The Compton eCge will have the
f c]il-l

energy E I 1 * *ff | - Uev, which is the maxim,rm energy loss in
L ¿ú)

a single Gomplon collision (head on collision).

The r
will have a lar
crystal. This

the spectrurn.

back -scatt ered

At 1o

the X-rays emi-t

ray6. These X-r

to K-capture if

I
he

in
tl"ø

adiations back*scattered from outside rnateria

ge probability of 
. 
beine totally absorb:C in t

wouLcl qÍve rise to a ? eback-scattered peake t

Its position wfll correspond to the energy of

photon ioen E lt * ttu-l * Mev.
L . 5I1-J

w energies there will be a peak correspondlng

ted by the claughter nucleus Ín the source of

ays will arise due to internal conversion or

such is one of the modes of decay"

Ëo

gamma-

due

Fig, 3 shows the general sÌ-rape of spectrum expectecl from

a source of single garuna ray of ener€ly E Mev" It, is assumed that

E is less Lhan I.OZ Mev and the source is not a positron emitter.
rr E'i^ "er Lhan 1"02 Mev, there will be emffi*sr peaks at E,-Lr u rù Ér t'd. vc

(E .511) ano (E - I.02) Mev corresponding respectively to the

no escape, escape of one, and escape of both annihilation quanta,

ff the source is a posÍtron emitter, there will be a peak at
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0"511- Mev corresponding to the capture of one of the gamrna rays

due to positron annihilation"
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0HAPTER 3.

TOTAL ABSORPTION SPECTROMETER

3.1 éC_HEME: -
Inspection of Fig, 3 will confirm that the most useful

feature in the ganuna-ray spectrum is its ?rphoto-peakt?, If the

source contains more than one gamma-ray, the resulting sp.:ctrum

wil-I be a superposition of several- such curves as shown in Fig. 3"

Such a complicabed spectrum w'ilI be very difficult to interpret
and some of the feaÈures may even be lost in the conplex spectrum,

This is specially so 1f the source studied has trtp rather close

gamma-rays and if t,he one lower in energy is a.l-so weaker in
intensity" The latter gamma-ray would probably be lost in the

compton portion of the more intense and higher energy gamrûa-ray,

These considerations call- for some way of reducing t,he Compton

portion"

The method of using a large crystal in scintill-ation
spectroscopy to reduce t,he Cornpton portion of the spectrum is well
established (,F55)" The gamma-ray source is placed at the centre

of a large Nar {Tl) crystal (for example, t¡ inches diamerer,

4 inches long) in a: hore drilled along its axis" rt is now

obvious that most of the gamma-ray photons will give up all- of
their energy to the crystal because, the crysta]- being Iarge, the

prcbability of escape of a photcn without, interacting with the

crystal is small-. Also, the self-coincident, gamÌna-rays wiìl add

up to .give the total energy which is complementary to the beta
particle energy. The advantage of using such a large crystal is
that it not only reduces the Compton portion but also increases

the size of the phoio-peak" There aree howerrer, some limitations
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on the size of the crys¿¿1, Apart from the fact that large crysËaIs

are very expensive, it becomes increasingly difficult for the light
fl-ashes to come ouL of tì're crystal" Also, the light transmission

properties do nob remain uniform over all- parts of the large crystal"
Finally, the photomultiplier coupled with such a crystal has Èo

have a large photo-cathode area which may not have uniform photo-

sensitivity" These factors contribut,e to make the resolution

poor ancl this is the main disadvantage of large crystal spectrometry"

On the other hand, smal"l crystaì"s are more desirable

on some occasi-ons, for exampÌe in angular correlation studies or

hÍgh resolution spectroscopy" Besol-ution, is defined qualitatively
as the abÍlity Lo disti,nguish between two cl-ose gamma l-ines"

QuantiLatively it is defined as the ratio of the width of the

photo-peak at, half its height, to the mean value of the centre of

the peaku and is usually expressed as a percentage. The factors

affectinE the resol-ution are many, namely, the gamma-ray to light
(low energy photon) conversion efficiency of the crystal, the light
collection efficiencyo that is, out of the total number of light,
photons originating in the crystal the fraction that does reach

the photo-cat,hode and finally the efficj"ency of the photo-cathode

surface of the photomultiplier.t,o emit electrons for the incidenb

light photons. The greatest proportionate statistical variations
occur in the photoelectrons emitted by t,he photo-cathode of the

mul-tiplier tube {F.52). For high resolutiono therefore, the

photo-cathode should have uniform sensitivity and this is obtained
.ALby employinglsmalJ-est possibl-e photo-cathode area" This in turn

calLs for the use of small crystals. fncirìently the light
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collection effici--ncy is al-so better with small- crystals than with

the large ones, Tt is the design and construction of an instrument

to accomplish a reduction in the Compton contribution while using

small crystals that is the concern of this thesis" A brief sumlnary

of the essential idea follows, after whj-ch a ,Jetailed clescription

of the instrument will be presented"

A small crystal- is coupled with a smal-L photomulÈiplier

tube and is used in the usual manner to study the gamma-ray spectrum'

The whole crystal*multiplier t,ube assembly is then surrouncled by

a large scintillator. The source is placed between the small-

crystaì- ând large scintiiiator (See arran,gement in Fig. 4)" Whenever

a gamma photon after suffering a Compton collision in the small

ax,"^f a'ì i - -^?ttered Out of the Crysl,aÌ, it may be detected inçf JÕLdr rJ ùuquuGÀ çu vuv vl

f.ho lnrc¡ø cni¡f ill-ator, Thus if the output from the large

scintillator is used in anti-coincidence wit,hþutput from the

small crysÈalo t,he Conrpton counts are cancelled out" On the

other hanri, no counts occl¡r in the large scintillator which are

time-correlated wit,h counts in the photo-peakr exeept for chance

coincidences, The resulting spectrum, thereforer has the same

size of photo-peak as obt,ained without using the large scintillator

in anti-coincidence; buf, has a ::educed. Compt,on portion" Because

of its actÍon, the large scintillator used in this manner is

called an t ?anti-Comoton Shield ? ?.

Such a spectrometer usin.l a cluster of NaI (T1) crystals

as an anti.-Compfon shield has been described by Alber| (,q51)" The

photographs shov¡n in the literature rtrc are excell-ent but no
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pulse-height Cístribubion curve is gíven. ft is difficult to

estimate the reduction caused in the Comptcn portion' Since

large plastic phosphors have become available, it seemed desirable

to i.nvestigaLe their performance as an anti-Comþton shiel-d"

FoÌlowing the above mentioned idea, a total absorption

spectrometer was designed using a one inch by one inch c].findrical

crystal of sodium io<lirle acl,ivated by about one per cent of

thaLlium iodide" The crystaÌ wâs coupled optically to a one

inch phot,omrrlt,iplier tube (DuMont 6467) which was made light tight

r¡rith bl-ack plastic tape. This assembly l.ras then inserted in a

hole, about I \12 inch in diametero bored approximately hal-f way

down the axis of a large plastic scintill-ator in the shape of a

10 inches by 10 inches cylincier, The plastic phosphor was

surrounrfed by a Ìa¡rsr of cellucotton dusted with magnesium oxide

høøøÉ&ä to act as an optical refle ct,or" It was im-oortant to ensure

- -nnrl 'l .ï errr COlleCt,iOn eff iCiency from the plasùic" For thisct óu\.rLr -Lr6r¡u

reason tests were made on a piece of small (one inch by one inch

cyJ-inder) plastic phosphor for relative efficiency of the various

opLical reflectors" The result is shown in the fot-lowing table (page16

wirich indicates that the cel-lucotton dusted æ¡Wf v¡ith magnesium

oxide powder is t,he best of a}ì-. For the same reasonr that isu

better efficiency for light collectionu the large plastic phosphor

was viewed by two ! inches photomultiplier tubes (Dul'{on¿ 6g6l+)

through suitable holes in the covering layer at the bottom end

of the cylinder" The whole assembly was housed in a light-tight

box" Plat,e I j-s a photograph of the arrangement shown schematically

in Fiq. 4"
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The source of gamma-rays could be placed cLose to the

Naf (T1) crystal in tr^o different u/ays" These are shown in
Fig" 5 as source positions A and BÍ

¡, complete el-ectronic schematic of the spectrometer,

excepting power suppli-es, is shown in Fig" 6. The pulses froll the

Nar (T1) channel are amplified in a low gain amprifier (about ja

times) of conventionar design and are pas-red to a pulse height
analyser. The analyser consists of a double Ciscriminator unit
containing conventional trigger discriminator circuits and a
transistor anti-coincidence mixing circuit,

The prastic phosphor pulses are passed to a high gain
amplÍfier (Atomic rnstruments, rnc., lloder zot+Ç) modified to
give a good overload response. The discriminator on this ampl-ifier

Du Monb
6+ 6',7

Nal (rÐ

?(n'(n

t,e 5.

RAY. SoURCÊ

A B

Pos rrroNSGnrlry R

# ThÍ" wl.ll be referred to in a later section"
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hras modif ied to give

duration independent

trigger level. This

the analyser output.

is shov¡r in plate 2"

an output pulse of about one microsecond

of the input pulse arnplitude sbove the

output is put in anti-coincidence with

A photograph of the cornpl-ete instrument

A description of each electronic unit will now be qiven.





?" 2 PO\^JEjL ÊUPPLTES: -

The Atomic Instrurnents Model-

used to anplify plastic pulses had its
scaler (Atomic Instruments l¡lodel- 200)

(Tektronix Model 5114D) also had their

2I"

2Ol+ C Linear Amplifier

own power supply. The

and the cathode ray oscilloscope

oum power supplieso

A standard stabiLized power supply designed and built
in this laboratory was used to supply power to the low gain

amplif ier o double discrlmi¡abor and pulse .qenerator units often

used for tesfing purposeso The power supply is of conventionaL

design and uses Viì,150 tube for reference, It is designed to

deliver I50 milliamperes ab 175*3OO d,c, stabilized positive

volts and a total- of about 1{ amperes at 6.3 a"c. vol-ts from two

separate filament wirings"

' At first the sarne power supply unit was used to supply

power to the cathode fol-lov''ers in the detector heads, There iso

howeveru a danger that ùhe pulses from rhe analyser section may

be feC back, through the corilrnon power suppfy unit, to the plastic

section and because of the high galn amplifier on this section,

may give rise to misleading results" fn earLier tests this
difficulty was met anrl soon reaLized, fn addition to insertfng
good decouplin.g devices at proper places in all electronic units,
a separate power suppJ-y was ernpl-oyed to deÌiver power to cathode

foll-owers in the rletrctor heads. IJvith proper decoupling no

i-nterference b/as detected between the cabhorJe followers on the

two sections. This separate povrer supply unit was also designed

and bui.Ìt in t,his laboratory and is sirnilar to one described

before but Lrses battery reference.
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The power supply for transistor anti-coincidence unit
was orÍginally designed in this laboratory by Poll-ock (P55). In

his design there viere four outputs, namely,100 volts positive for
pulse height sel-ection (discrimination) of positive pulses,

100 voÌts negative for discrimination of negative pulses, 67 J-/2 volts
negative for coll-ector supply and p volts negative for emi.tter

supply" For use in this spectrometer the Cesign of the power

supply was modified to give greater stability in collector and

emitfer supply volÈages, The coll-ector supply was chanqed to

60 volts negative to ensure safe operatfon of the transistors.
The circuit in its present modified form is given in Fig" 7,

Nine voLts negativo for emiLter suppÌy are obtained as the

difference between a stabilized 5r volt supply section and a

stabilized ó0 volt supply section which also supplies the coll.ector
voltage" Both these secti.ons are run from a stabllized 250 volts
fine which is obtaj-ned from 115 vol-ts âoco mains supply after
transforrner-rectifÍer-filter circuits" No IO0 volt,s positive
and negative supply was incorporated, because if required, the

discrimination (pulse heì-ght selection ) of both positive anrl

negative pulses can be achieved by using the existlng zJa d,.c.

positive voltage.

The 25o vorts l-ine is stabilÍzed against both input
voì-tage variations and output current variations" For an input
voltage change from p0 - 130 volts the out,put voltage change is
less than one voLt (first increase and then decrease) most of
which is due to cathode tenperature variation" There is no

noticeable variation in the output for an input change from about
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LO5 - 1.1 5 vo1ts" Against load variations of 0.2 milliamperes

Lo 80 milliamperes e the output voltage changes by less than 0.2 volts.

Both the ó0 volts and 51 volts seetions are stabilized
agair[t a load variation of one to 50 mi]-.1-iamperes. Under normal

conCitions cf load variatlons (no load to full load) ttre 60 volt
,

supply section automatically stays in this working range" Because

of the negative polarity of the nine voLts supply, the 5l volts
section does not draw any current unless an artificiaL load is
put across it. A 5000 ohms potentiometer is used for this plrrpose

whose setting will depend quite critically upon the number of
transistors used (i.e" the load current drawn) in the transistor
unit' fn the presenE arrångenent, only two transistors were used

for anti-coincidence mixing and it ïras possible t,o obtain a setting
of this ¡otentiometer at which the output remained stabil-ized
under load variation-s from zexo to full_ load.

Because the 60 volts ancl 5L volts sections are run from

a stabilj-zed supply, no nobiceable effects of mains vol_tage

fluctuations are observed, rf the mains voltagq is varied from

about $o to 130 volts, a sl-ight variation (ress than one vort)
appears in the 6C voLts negative out,prrt due to cathode temperature
change" The corresponding change in the negative nine volts
output Ís undetectable because the change in 5L vol-fs Ìine is
alnnost exactly balanced out by t,he change in 60 volt l_ine"

ït is knor+n {R5Z) that a I per cent change i.n the voltage
applÍed to a photomultiplier of ten stages will cause a change of
about 7 per cent in t,he gain of the photom,rì-tip11er" This demands
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a high order of regulation in the H,T" SuppJ-y" Further, because

of the high volbage involved, it becornes more convenient to employ

a voltage suppiy of negative polarity because it avoids the use

of high volbage capacitors at the out,put stage. These considerations

led to the design of a moderateì-y highly stabilized 1280 volts
negative H,T. Supply unit of simple desi-gn, whose circuit is given

in Fig" 8" The 900 volts regulator used as a reference is a sub*

miniature corona regulator tube Victoreen type 581+L The

transformer is fol-lot^;ed by a voltage doubler circuit employing

two selenium rectifiers ïnternational type V.50"HF" The stabiLizer
cj-rcuit o foì-Ìowing the filter circuit, consists of a tube type 807

series regulator and a t,win triode type 6J6 used as a difference

amplifier" Across the out¡rut otkt"Uilizer is connected a

potential divider arrangement. The final output voltage can thus

be varied at wilI" A separate out,let for full H"T. voltage is
al-so provided" The circuit, can easily be adapted to supply

posiÈive voltage by simply grounding the negative line instead

of the positive and providing a capacitor between the positive
l-ine and the left hand grid of the 6Jó tube (Fie. 8)" Then the

filamenL transformers v¡iI1 al-so have to have hieh voltage insulation"
At the time of writing this thesis the H.T. Supply has actuall"y

been so arranged that it can be switched to give positive or

negative voltage output"

For the\ou*po"u of simple analysis of the stabil .rzer

circi,rit an equivalent circ*it is drav¡r in Fig" 98, Suppose a

voltage change V1 at the input of the sNabiLizer causes a

voJ-tage change VZ in the output, LeL the voltage change V)
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cause current changes of il and íZ in the right anC l-eft hand

side respecùively of Lhe difference ampllfier, These changes

along with otkiers are indicated at their respective points in

the stabilízer circuit (Fig" 9A) and also in the equivalent

circuit diagram (Fig" 98)" Rp is the plate impedance, l-r. the

amplification factor and Vu the chanqe in the grid volLage.

Subscripts I and 2 refer to the right and left hand sections,

respectivelyu of the 6J6 twÍn triode. Since the reference voltage

is applied to the right hand side gricl , VE., = -V"" A fraction
Rt

_________3_
R^ + Rr of the)+
grid because of

Vã
Ë'I

LÏsing these values of V*a and V*r, the foÌl.owing five independent

equations can be written: -

voltage change V I will appear at the Left hand

the voì-tage divider ratio (FiS" 9A).

-v- i v- E otuo 
-v-, Ez E;.Ç '5

V2 * Vc - Rl jl)*

V, =V.r-R"i,4¿4''

V. = (ir+i,,)R.
)La)

(r)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

{v)

V z - v 5 - [r1V5 = 1]_(Bt*Rpr)

vz - v5 o þz (+Jq - u5) ã iz {Re o Rp2)

If Lr be Lhe amplification factor of the tube type 807 series

regulator, i^re can write
17 l1fr = vl- v2¡" -s---=,trZtz
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From the last equation we proceeci to eval-uate the stabili'zation
1t

factor 5 . This leaves only iÌ, izo V 3, VU and u5 as the unknowns
v2

which *"á bu eliminated by the help of above five equations" After

a tittte algebra the condition for perfect ltool,) stabiliLy,

ineo stabilization factor infinityu is obtained asl-

{0" + Rpr * R5 {vz. a)} {0, + Rp} * R5 (u,. t)} 
n n .\

L ¿ -z J L . t- R5 (rrr n 1) {o¡ (pe o 1) * þz u"Iiuu, \L - n3' ft¡t

or (R, + Rpr ) {n^ n Rp., + ft^ (pL, u 1)} - ou (rrr o l){urþ&- - nr-np],-.I .,f. lZ ,¿ )-,¿ ) ./ l*R¡*R& 4

The actual values of components in the circuit were chosen for

best operation, These values when substituted in the above formula

seemed to satisfy approximately the condition of perfect stabiJ'ity"

An exacÈ check is difficult to make because the exact val-ues of

Þ1, VZ, Rp1 and Rp, under actual operating conditions of the tube

are difficult to determine"

Extensive tests on the ll.T. supply were made ¿rnd its

operation determined" rt has been in use, off and oI1 I for more

than a year and through Lhis perioci its operation has been quite

satisfactory, except that the óJ6 tube twice deveJ-oped a J.eakage

between grid and caLhocle. This is probabì-y caused by the application

of excessive high vcltages during the brief periods of switching

the power supply on and off" The remedy could be a separate

switch for the H"T. l-ine so that the high voltage could be

switched on after switching on the heaters and reverse the order

when switchine off"
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Curves were drawn showing the o¡reration of the HuT. unit"

The change in output voì-tage against the vari.aLion in input

voltage is sho'¡¡n in Fig. 10, A long term stability against drift

ì,,rras deterrnined and the result is shown in Fig. 11" ToLaI ripple

content in the output of the unit is less than 0"09 vo1t, most

of whicl: could have been picked up in the measuring probeo
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3^ ? DETECTOR HiiADS: -

A potential divider was used to supply proper voltage

to the various stages of ¿he photomultiplier. Further, because

of the low input impedance of the linear amplifier used to

amplify the photomultiplier output, it was necessary to feed the

pulses from the photomultiplier through a cathode follower to

minirnlze the Ioss of amplitude" The voltage-divider network along

with the cathode folÌower was housed very cLose to the photomultiplier

tube base*socket in a small- (4ue x 4r? x 211) metal box. This unit

is referred to as the detector head"

The phobomultipliers used v/ere; one 1 t t DuMont type
LI

6k67 for NaI (Tl ) crystal and two ! | r DuMont type 626+ forifilastic

scintillator. DuMont type 6lþ67 has an internally connected shiel-d

for best focussing of the photoelectrons on the first dynode"

Duyont type 636U nas a shield which is connected to an external

point ín the tube baseo For best focussing this externally

connected shield has to be attached to some potential be+.ween

cathode and first dynode. The tv¡o Dul[ont type 6l6\f s used were

arbitrariJ-y labelled I{o, l and Noo 2, ancl best shiel-d potential-

for each was Cetermined" A plot of photomultiplier output against

shield potential while all other potentials are kept constant

is shorn¡r for each tube in Fig " L2.

The oìltputs from the cietector heads were taken to lhp^.r

respective amplifiers. As mentioned before, the plastic phosphor

was vj-ewed by two photomultipl-iers and so the outputs had to be

added before passing on to the amplifier" For proper mixing Ít
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r^,.as necessary to match (equalizp) the two photomultiplier outpüts.

Matching was achieved by adjusting the H.T. voJ-tages across the

two photomuJ-tiplierso In earlier tests a slmple form of mixing

was done by the help of crystal diodes inserte,l inÐo the debector

heads" The circuit arrangement for those crystal diodes is
shown in Fig, 13 given below,

1\. ÞÞyL'(eÆv LO

Coni"e\¿'rn ConLroL

C-,úhde
Ln Lhe. Arnl.Itl;er

(^o c,o-¡0"'"i *^on'*)c 
ur A o àe,

Follo*n,. FoLLor's¿r.

-1 r-

6A( v
'olr,F '?t. rF 6Ac'*|

rlk
Atl tl toàes

trJ 3+
tl K.

CevsrA
Er1\

r I lrl1F\r.L J-/ IU DL
(- t/-

f-rG 13,

PJ r xrNr G

This mixing hrase however, not perfect because of the Losses in

the diodes. The signal l-evel ab t,he photomultiplier outpuË being

low ( of the order of 10 millivolts ) r these losses are quite

serious. For this reåson a sirnple pre-amplifier mixing unit
lsas designed whose circuit is given in Fig" l{n The circuit
ubilizes a twin triode tube type 6J6 for mixing the output of

the two detector heads on the plastic scintil-lator, The mixer

is followed by a single sba65e amplifier employing a pentode tube
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type 6AK5. The output, whÍch is negative, is taken through a

6AK5 cathode foll-ower" The unit is designed for limited output

so that over-loading of the first stage in the amplÍfier r¡hich

foll-ows cannot occur. In a,ldition to mixing the output of the

two photomultipì-iers on the plastic, the unit has the extra

advantage of amplifying the pulses before passing them on to

an amplifier" A very important side-feature ís thab the el-ectronic

noise puLses from the two photomultipl-iers are not added since

they are not correlated to one another u¡hile the plasbic pulses

are" This greatly improves the signal to noise ratio,
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?" L AMPLIFIFJRS: -

For the NaI (TI) Pulses

and srnalL amplification was used'

is substantiallY the same as the

Instruments Model 2O4C amPlifier,

an amplifier of simP1e design

This amplifier, raùtose design

latter portion of the Atomic

was built in this laboratorY'

As far as the tOtal absorption spect,rometer is concerned

the useful pulses from the plastic consist of only those due bo

absorption in the plastic of compton scattered gamma-ray photons

from the NaI (Tl) crysÈaÌ. All other pulses which are not caused

by compton effect in fhe crystal are not useful in the sense that

they do not rrelpfreducø the compton portion of the spectrum"

There are three different sources of these so-cal-led t?uselessll

pulses: -
(i) Pulses due üo absorption in plastic of gamma-photons direct

from the solfrcêe

(ii) Pulses due to cosmic rays" Since the plastic represents

quite a large cross-section, the cosmic ray pulses are

eæfrdþffõÑ large in size and number" In fact the sane

plastic phosphor which was usecl in this inveetigation as

an anti-compton shield was tested by Gagne (G56) for cosmic

ray detectlon"

(iii) Pulses due to back-ground radioactivity"

Thus the useful pulses from the plastic are only a smalÌ fraction

of the total plastic pulses, It was estimated experimentally

that in every hundred pulses from the plastic there were only

about two useful- Pu1ses"
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This very small number of useful- pul.ses as conpared

to the total number of pulses, however, does not present very

serious difficulties" It simply results in a rather high accidental

rate which imooses a limitation to the gamma-ray soìlrce intensiÈy

to about one microcurie maximum, The main difficulty arises from

the fact that the useful pulses are at much lower level (voltage )

than the so-cA1led ??uselessl? pulses. This is because aÌ1 the

useful pulses are caused by the gamma-photons which have already

lost a part of their energy to the NaI (T1) crystal" Because

the useful pulses are at very low level u a high gain amplifier
(about 5000 times) is required" At the same time the large

pulses shouLd not cause any trouble in the amplifier. In an

ordinary amplifier with high amplification, ân input pulse greater

than a certain maximum will normaÌly cause grid currenÈs to flow

at the grids where the signal has positive poJ-arity' For larger

inputs, the undershoots of the differentiafied pulses may be so

large as to draw grid current at grids where the signal polarity
is negat'ive" Once the grid current is drawn, the coupling condenser

between the two tubes is charged which changes the grid potential

of the second tube" This shifted d"c, level decays toward its
normal l-evel at a very slow exponential rate because the charged

coupling condenser has to discharge through the plate load of the

first and grid leak of the second tube , both of which are high

resistors. During this time the amplifier is partially cut off
and is even dead to those pulses whose ampJ-itude is less than

belonÀ ort olt.
the shift in the doc, leveI¡ The amplifier on the plastic sidet
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therefore, musb have, in addition to an amplification of about

5000 times, excellent non-over-loading characteristics" In both,

the pre-ampl"ifier mixer and the non-overloading ampì-ifier the large
pulses from the plastic are limited in amplitude for the benefÍt
of small pulses.

The amplifier used for ampJ-ifying the plastic purses

bras the Atomic Instruments Model 2O4C. Modifications ü/ere made

primaríly according to a paper by F"r. Magee, p.R. Bell_ and

L{.H" Jordan (m5r) to give improved over-road response" rn this
paper use is made of what the above named authors caLl I larnplÍfied

diodef! for clipping the pulse undershoots at a number of places,
They have suggested inserting a coup]-ing network between the coarse

gain contror and the first grid of the amplifier to give the
clipping diode a coupling capacitor u.pon which to act" For the
present purpose the undershoot caused by the differentiation in
this coupling network was causi,ng trouble. Therefore, after making

sure that the output from the pre-amplifler rnixing unit precedlng
the arnpÌifier, did. nob cause over-roading of the first grid in
the ampì-ifier, the coupling network and its associated clipping
reamplified diorler r hrere dispensed with" Since the back resistance
of the diodes shunt the amplifier, the unfed back gain is considerabì-y
reduced' To compensate for this effect in the first section of
the ampJ-ifier (stages before differentiation) it is su,qgested

in t,he above mentioned article to place a resistor (R6T in their
diagram) of 3"3 Meg ohms across alternate grids. Thi.s provides
a smaLl positive feedback and thus compensates for the loss in gain.
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AgaÍnr for the present purpose, it was found that some v,jry large
pulses were causlng ï,rÍggering in the first section of the anplifier
and therefore the above mentioned resistor had t,o be removed,

Loss in gain was compensated by amplÍfication in the preamplifier
mixing unit, and by using higher voltages on the photomultiplier
tubes' These ltamplified diodes?r as suggested in the above

mentioned article, do not prevent the tubes from drawing grid
current when over-loaded. They, instead, first let the tube draw
the grid current then quickly reduce the unclershoot by discharging
the coupling condenser through the low forward impedance of the
diode" such a situation specially occurs at the first grid of
the latter section of the amplifier where the positive pulse from
the first section causes the grid current to flow" Here it r¡ras

thought preferab]-e to prevent the tube from drawing any grid
current at al-l rather than cure it. For this p*rpose the output
from the first secLion was so rimited by the use of a biased
crystal diode that it did not overroad the folrowing grid, This
biased diode qave a fÌat topperl output which was then shapecl by
using a smaLl inductor shunted by a di-ode, The diode needed to
shunt the inductor was the same which hras ernployed as an rramplified
diode t î " This limitation of the pur-se input to the second half
of the amplifier reduced the maximum obtainabLe final output from
the amprifier to about Jo volts" The entire modification was e

however' considered and by actual- tesL found ¿o be satisfactory
for hlgh amplification of smal]- purses in the presence of large
pulses' After all- these modifications, the linearity of the
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amplifier is bound to be poori but this does not matter for

the purpose in hand" The circuit diagrarn of the amplifier

section (of Model 2o4c amplifier) as used in this investigation

is shown in Fig" 15" Finally, the cliscriminator (pulse height

selector) circuit in the ampllfier was modified to deliver t

20 volts positive pulses of duration which could be varied at

wilL over the range of about o,5 2,5 mLcroseConds" The

modified circuit diagram of the trig3er section of the Model 7Ol+C

amplifier is given in Flg. l-6'
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3" 5 -ÐQUBLE DISCRIMINATOR: -

For the analysis of pulses from the Naf (TI) crystal a

sinqle channel pulse height analyser was used" It consists of a

double discriminator uniL followed by a transistor anti-coínciclence

unit. The latter unit, described in the next section, was provided

w'ith continuously variable delay l-ines which enabled almost

complete cancellation of the pulses from the double discri-minator

unit to be obtained.

The doubl-e discriminator unit consists of two

conventional trigger discriminators (R50)" These can be triggered

at slightly differenb level-s of input pulse. The difference ln
triggering level , wtrich determines the gate width, can be

selected by a potentiomeçer on ê bias chain common to both trigger

circuits and can be varied from O volts to about 15 vo1ts" The

bias control, a ten furn tthelipottt, determines the minimum

triggering leve1 and can be vari-ed from z,ero volts to 100 volts"

Thus analysis of pulses up to l-00 volts in amplitude can be made"

The output pulses from both discriminator l-evels (fower level and

upper leveI ) are of positive polarity, are approxirnately 10 volts

and one microsecond long" For more cornplete description of the

circuit, the reader is referecl to the literature (R50 i R52)"
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at the base 1s equal to or greater than the pulse at the emitter
in boüh ampl"itude and duration, This principle of triggerlng
the transistor by a positive pulse on emltter or a negative pulse

on base and prevention of triggering by a positive pulse on the
base 1n proper relationship with t,he t,riggering pulse is utiLÍzed
in the transistorized single-channel different,ial discriminator
designed by chaykowsky (c56) " rn the Fig. 17, the pulses frorn

the lower level discriminator are appJ-ied to the first emitter
through a continuously variable properly terminated delay line
and a short tirne-constant differentiating circuit" The dej-ay line
(Advance Electronics company, rnco, passaie, New Jersey, x{oder

No. 5O7) is set to give proper delay without refl-ection and the
dlfferentlating shortens the duration of the pulse to avoid multiple
Èriggering" To the base of the first transistor are applied the
pulses from the lower discriminator revel Ëhrough a properly
terminaLed delay line which is similar to one described above.
This pu)-se ls not differentlated so that it is greater than the
pulse on the emitter in both, ampl-Ítude and duration. A crystaL
diode 1s used to prevent the negative overshooÈ, if any, from
reaching the base where it could cause triggering" The circuit
arrangernent of the second transi-stor, to whose base pulses frorn the
plastic are applied, is'sirnilar to that of the first transistor"
The collecÈor load for the second transistor is 1O,000 ohms so that
the output pulse is long enough to register a count in the scaler"
AnAtomicrnstrirmentsMode12oosca1erwasusedwhich,ffig@
required pulses about, one microsecond long"

For triggering stability of the transistor one musr

avofd two independent caìlses of instability, First o steps should
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be taken to avoid instability in the triggering level due to a

change in the transistor characteristics" In order to attain the

trigqering st,ability it can be shown (553, P55) that Y", the

coll-ector impedance of the transistor, should stay as constant a.s

possible" The effect of changes in Yc cah be minimized by using a

low value base resistor" on the other hand to insure a pronounced

negative resistance characteristic, the base resist'or should be

large" Generally to obtain both these effects a biased diode Ís

employed in the base of the transistor (S53)" In the present circuit'

however, it was possible to use a 1OO0 ohm base resistor which was

large enouqh to give the required negative resistance characteristic;

but hias small , as comparecl to fc, so that trigrering leveI vias quite

stable "

The second cause of unstability is the change in emitter

bias due to a change in the bias supply. To avoid this, a highly

stabilized bias supply is used and a 1O0O ohm resistor is connected

between the emitter and ground. The potential drop across this

resistor fixes the d,.co bias on the emi.tter. Further, alI resistors

used in the unit are stabllized carbont
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At tl Mev the palr production croes-sestlon 1n earbon is abouÈ

5 per cent of the total Lnteractlon cross-sectlon'and lncreasee

quite rapldly rrylth the photon energy. It cann therefor€, be

cone luded for the plastf c , .as a uhoLe, ühat lts chief mode of
lnteractlon wlth radi.atlon w111 be by Cornpton process r ât least
Ln'the photon energy rang€ of 5O Kev to l¡ Mev,

ff ühe Compton cross-sectlon in cmZ per electron end

the number of electrons per c,c. of the plastic is known¡ the

fractJ.on 'of the totaL.- nunber of gam¡g pho,tons whích undergo a

coLllston 1n the grven trengLh of pfa"tic can be caLculated.

We proceed to do this calculation:

From the formul,a (CgHtOi)rr, the grarn molecular wolght

of: the, plaetfc - IlûrJ_7.n,gmsr , ,' : 
:

The nrrm-ber of electroRs,ln a gm. molecule - 6noZ5xLA23{tO*f )*10}n
.'. Hr¡mber of electrons per gm. of the plastic - 6-.ozjxho23x6l+

Ðenblty of the pLastlc (given) - 1.05 gms. per c.c.

!"r Nr¡nber of electrons 'per c.,c, of the plastic - j.42|lxl.323

the plastic
pl,astlc

eo, lFufiber of electrons, X, in the average path 1s givea by:

X . l+.11 x 1024 electrons per 
"^,2

If, o,ûs the tompton cross-secti.on for a gânna-råy of
gfven energy¡ the probabllity of escape through the plastlc
rrlthout a elngJ.e collision is s-ox.

Utotr. the'ga¡nnq-¡aÍ sourse 1" pfq"ed at the càntre

ln the hole, we take 12 cms.: ." in" avsrage length

traversed by a garuna-photon,

of

in
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The fractisn of Èhe total number of phoÈons wtrich suffer
one or raore collisions ln the plastic - 1O0(1 - "-ffi) per cent.

The Conpton cross-section, o, for varlous photon energles

1s shown tn Ffgure 16. Thi.s rras used to conpute the Compton

-flclency fn the 'plastic, 
shown as Curve A inscatferlng ef

Flgure l9A.

A photon wtll glve, in.a single collielon, an amount

of energy to the recofl electronr dependent on the inclinatlon,
l

Û , of the gcetÈere¿ photon ¿trectton to the lnltlal dlreiü1on.

It ts this'Energ¡l ,gfven,,t,o the elestrone ln thç, pLastlc ¡ùrleh

could be expected to be re-emÍtted as light photons which could

be dete'c,ted,bT, thê .pìo,tomult'lplier tubes. There lfiLI, howevern

be a minimum of detectable energy comespondins to the bias- ---9
. i . :'.

level. {n ùhe elêctroni.c: cl.rcuitry follorring the photomultlpliers.
Thls blae level cen ¡e ,t,ianetratgd into a crltleal angle, t c,
euch that any photon wtrtch'1s ocatterèd at an angle less than t"
wltl. not have givin to thelrecoillng etrecÈron an energy u¡hich

ls suffi"clent for.deleetion. Thusr the detectlon effieiency in
ühe pl,aetlc wlll be glven by the ,fráctlon of the total nwnber- of

: . I 
, ,.

photons whlch are scattered betbreen the angì.es Û" "ta 180 degrees.

For dtfferent garuna-ray energies curves can be protted
showing the energy üransferued to ühe electron versus the angle

of ccåttering of the photon, These are shosm in Figure l9E

{ cornputed froø curves ln l{fatlonal Bureau of Standards C1rcular 5t+Z't,
Frpm theee curves the srltlcal angJ.e', ff", for the various photon

energies can be read off. Thls has been done for a number of
different blae levels.
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' ?hq fractlon of the scattered photons wtrlch falI outç1de.'
thls angle Û" can be determLned from a. famlly of curves shoun ln
Flgure 19S for dffferend g"**".fay energies. (tfr" curv€s in
Flgure 19C have been computed from cr¡rves in an article by

c.M. Davisson and R.D. Evans ¡p5ù.)

Tha Compton scett€rlng efflclency curìrê (Curve A

Flgure 194) ls then rul.t,tplled by thgse fractlons to glve a
new oet of tfdeteccion, sfflc¿enoytt cïly€s (Eurvss B Flgure 194).

?he experlmenüal cufye,{Curve C, Flgure lgå} tndfcaücs that the

blse level: wa-s probably very c],ose to 25 K.ev. The theoreticaL
curve at, lsw snerg)l lsvers ,df.fferescons{der.ably fron the

experfmontal': This ls due .to- muLtlple compton proeesseg in the
pJ.astf.c tchlch make posslble the detqctlon of certai,n photons which

wouLd not be ,detected r; there brere only one colllelon.
.

A study ues also made of ühe pulse height dlstributlon
ln the,plasÈlc. 0urves fqr çsI37 and Zn65 sources are shorsn

ln Flgrlre 2Ê, The peaks on theEe curves ar€ considerably norÊ

pronounce.d than on nonual conpton curfes. thls indlcates a

fairly courpleÈe absorption of a consid.erable proportion of the
gamna-ray energy.
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1 at7
lru 2 Cs', / SPECTRUM: -

The decay scheme of grl37 1s well_ estabLlshed (W50,
t{51 r L51 ) " rt decays to nar37 by negatron emissionn A singre
ganma-ray of energy 0,66I Kev (isomeric state) (¡¿u¡Z) is emitted
in the procêsso Half-life of the activity is 37 years. The decav
scherne (H5j) ls given below in Fig . ZI.

r< t\7
LS

gz'/"
þ

8'¿

'0'661 Høv
(Mefq-sfaÁ¿ er?;6mLn)

ø;"
o

f\1UÉ-cnv 5c áLlne oF

Ftc 2L,

¡t 137.
US

The csl37 source of about o,5 rnicrocurie strengÈh was
sealed in a thin lucite disk of diameter equal to that of the
Nar (Tl) crystal" To check the reduction of ùhe back-scattered
peak, the source r¡¡as placed first outside the crystar- ( source
position A, Fig" 5) and then between the crystal and phoÈomultiplier
tube (source position Br Fig. 5). The pulse heighb distribubi_on
curves were drawn vìrith each source position, The curves of Fig. 2:2

show that with the source between the Nar (Tr.) crystal and
photomultiplier tube there is no reduction in the back-scattered
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the in position Apeako with source s$txi*sxthilisuqrxk} the back-scattered peak
is considerably reduced. rn fact, if all the back-scattering
hlere caused by the plastic, the peak should be eLiminated completelyl
Q*gfix**trfrminxùxüh*#oOragsxøBxrafuæiqgcffi¡6r:rbgcork¡rgo€efficee{¿rdf 

xËüdAC#

f&**gmnEq:m*sxürkffi','¿oragsnffifieriorfi¡desdr€ilQùü&Bxfrtlrln¿r¡gçqgårlc"

rt was pointed out thaÈ t,he physical presence of plastic
shleld around the Naï (T1) crystal night, cause considerable
increase in the compton portionr'of the spectrum. pur-se heighË
distribution curves were draun¡ with the plastic shield. physicalJ.y
present and physically removed to investigate the effect, fn
Fig" ?3 ate shovm three pulse height distrlbution curves for the
csr37 source. curve A is obtained without the compton reducing
arrangement but with the shield physically presant. curve B is
obtained with the shleLd removed bot,h electronically and physically,
curbe B is t'hat which will be obtained by any ordinary scintil-lation
spectrometer" As can be seen from the curves A and B, the physical
presence of prastic increases the back-scattered peak and the low
energy part of the curve, up to the back-scattered peak, ït has no
detectable influence on the higher energy portion of the eurve 

e

that is, the portion after the back-scattered peak" curve c is
obËained uy *"irtf?nti-compton shield ro reduce the compton part
of Èhe spectrum. The difference between curve c and curve A
gives a measure of the rì.etection efficiency of the plastic shiel_d.
Comparison of the curvè C hrlth t,he curve B shows the net
improvernenÙ achieved by the total absorption spectrometer over an
ordinary scintlllation spec¿roneter. The reduction achieved in
*rn all subsequent measurenents source position A was used.
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the Compton portion is about 35 per çent and is very close to
the theoretically obtained val-ue (Fig. 19)" Also shown on a
reduced scale in Fig. 23 is the Ba x-ray caused by int,ernal
conversion. Since there 1s no other event assocÍaùed with the
internal conversion, which can be detected in the pl-astic shield u

there is no reduction in.the x-ray peaki but the part below
it due to Cornpton effect is reduced"
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Ar
/+" 3 En"/ SPECTRUM: -

Zn65 decays ro Cu65.mainty by K caprure .(g?"jfù and

partly by positron emission lZ.5%) (Cl*0, F5l , ItIa5Z)" A gamrna_ray

of energy 1.12 t{ev is enritted (M+g); The half-tife of the activitv
is 250 days"fd,*."y scheme (H53) is given in Fig " z+ below. g".".,""

-65Z-n

It'o>>Mev.
Co6t

De"o, Sc HEt¿tt oF Z:t
tte à4

lt7"

the photoelectrlc cross-section is roughly proportlonate to
about (a)-3'5 and the compton cross-section to (n)-1 where E is
the gamma-ray energy, this gamme-ray of 1,12 Mev causes more

Compton scattering in proporti-on to photoelectric process than
the 66I Kev Cs137 g^*^-ray. This 1"12 Mev gamma-ray is, thereforeu
a good sorlrce for testing t he performance of the spectrometer"
The pulse height distributlon curves ror Zn65 gamma-ray are shown

in Fig. 25u As before, the curve A is obtained without the
Compton recucing amangement but with the shield ptrysìcatly present,
curve B is obtained with the shield removed physicarl.y and
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curve c is obtained by using the anti-compton shieLd to get a
reduction in the cornpton portion of the spectrum. Here aLso
it is confirmed that the physÍca1 presence of the plastic does
not aLter the shape and the slze of the compton portion of the
curve except the 10w energy part up to the back-scattered peak"
The annihilation peak is obtained by the capture in the Nar (Tr-)
crystal of one of the positron annihilation quanta. The other
quantum goes to the plastic and has a good chance of being
detected there' Thus the annihilation peak is greatJ-y reduced,
as can be seen from the curve C of Fig" 25" The Copper X_ray
peak could not be resoLved because of its very J.ow (7,g Kev)
energy.
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¿o"L rl31 spncrRuur -

After establishing the effectiveness of the anti-Compton
shiel-d in reducing the compton spectrum by sbudying gamma-rays

from cs137 and zn65 sources, it was decided to anaryse a nore
complÍcated source. rf31, which decays by negatron emission to
Xel3f, has a well estabLished decay scheme (B5z). It ls shown
in Fig. 26 given below (Uj3). Since rhe high energy (above 36b Kev)

T,,'

h'Jo/
0'1zz v1¿Y.

0'62'7 /.

cib64 "

I Mef-astzblel\ tz.à-¿Js ./> ' 0'ló3 //

,0'080 h

'0'0 //

TI3t'oFt

/l4eLest¿ble
\ ?'gxto-'os..

l-

I EcAy )cH Er"tL

Fte 26

portion of the 1131 specbrum is
contribution in the l_ower energy

very smalL. There not being any

investigated in the region above

adequate to investigate the 11¡f

of low intensityu its Compton

(ú4 Kev an,C below) region is
point of real- i-nterest to be

364 Kev, it was considered

spectrum frorn zero up toþ6t¡ Kev
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inÈense qarnrna-ray onry. This made it posslble to get the curves
with bothf"reduced and unrecruced compton parts (i.e. with and
without the use of anti-compton shield) within a fev¡ hours" This
interval- (about J hours) being much smaller than the l13t half-
life (8.u* days), the rerluction in source intensity during the
experiment could be neglecùed. Having determined the curve onì-y
up to 36t+ Kev gamma-ray, the effect of the physical presence of
the plastic shier-d on the spectrum was determinec in a separate
test. This h/as done by rirawing the spectrum with the shield
physically present and then physically removed. The twÞ sets
of curves so obtained were normali.zed and are shown in Fig.'zT.

As can be seen from the decay scheme given above, the
80 Kev gamma-ray and fhe 284 Kev ganma-ray are serf-coincident
and because there is some angular correlation between them which
is different from 0o, if one of them goes into the Nar (Tr)
crystal, the other wilJ- go into the plastic where it may be
detected" These two gamma-rays (80 Kev and zg¡ Kev) shouÌd there-
fore be reduced in the curve C of Fig" Z?. The fact that the
281+ Kev line is not reduced substantiarly, indicates that the
s0 Kev gamma-ray 1s noÈ being detecËed very wel-l in the anti-
conrpton arrangement" As mentioned in an earr-ier section, there
is a two ford nature of the efficiency in compton reduction"

fñc^n¿ kFirst['¡1the probabiì-ity of capture in the prastic of the ¡5amma-
photons Cornpton scattered from the
probability that the light photons
will reach the photo-cathode of the

Nar crysral. secondlfr'uüt"
originating in the plastic
multipller Èúbe and be
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detected there, that is, converted into photo-electrons, whi-ch

w111 glve risg to a pulse hlgher than the level of discrinination,
It appears that for the 80 Kev photons, both the above nentioned

factors aonbine to give a lower detectlon efficíency ln the antl-
'Compton srrangenent with the result that the 28t+ Kev gamma is
not'redueed appreclably,

A cloee coaparlson of the curves A and C of Flg, 27

shows Èhet, unlike the CsI37 spectrum (Fig, 231 the X-ray peak

tn 1l-31 epecÈrun ls partly reduced by the antJ.-Co¡apton shleld.

This le because the Xe X-rays do nst arj.ee fron the conversion'

of one si.ngle rfunggsociaüedtt ga¡nmå-tr€ryr but from several gamma-

reys sorae of uhish are rrin cascadelto The Xe X-rays arislng
fron the convere,ion of LØ Kev, 361* Køv, 637 Kev and 722 Kev

ganme-rafs cannot be affected by the plasÉ1c shield. On ühe

other hqnd uûren a 80 or e8¡+ Kev gaüea-ray is converted, its
eesoclated ganma-rey goes lnto the plastlc where it may be

deteeÈed and hence this l-ray may be elininated. We can now

peæfeffian analyeis in the following way. \

the ï-ray peak 1n the curves A and B (Fig. ZT') is conposed

of thrce par.te ¡ namely,

Xr the part due to converslon of unassociated gamma-rayr¡

f , the part due to conversion of assocLated gaflra-rafs

and Zt 0ompton talls (natural background is neglected).

ff e ls the efffclency of detection of gamna-rays in
tbe plastic shfeldr H-¡ end H", the heights of the x-ray peaks

tn the surnes B: and c (Flg. z7l respectlvely wtll be glven by:
i



and
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Hb-X+T+Z
H -X+(t-s)(T+Z)

c

Ellninatlng (T+Z) fron the above two equationet wê get:

X-Sb-H5-Hc

- HU - (HU - H") lle
X+l

AssumingetobeequaltoZls,thecurveforXruas
ealo¡¡lated and 1s shown a8 the curve D ln F1g. 27, VarlOus

EetimateE ï,erÊ nade of the shape of Gonpton talr lying under

'"th" l-ray peak. Thle enabLed an evaluatlon of ( HU ' Zl to be

naden As eetlmated from the Fig. 2?, the intenelty of the

X-fây due to the converelon sf unaseoclated gemnå-rays is about

28$ of the total X-ray lntenslty' Thts is qulte close to the

3OîA ca[culated from the daÈa glven by ÞeII and Graham lB52l '

Hence, l-+T
Hu - (Hu - Hc) Ue

H6 -z
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For a given gamma-ray source, pulse height distributlon
curves '¡rit'h and without the CompÈon reduction can be obtained by
the spectrometer" As arready shown by the spectra of csr3z,
zn65 and 1131 solrrces, the reduction in the compton part is
only partiaì- because the detectlon efficiency in the anti-compton
shiel-d is not 100 per cent. By taking the difference beÈween
the two curves (with and without Compton reduction) the Compton
shape for a gamma-ray spectrurn can be eornputed and then subtracted
from the unreduced compton curve. This wir_r reave onry the photo_
peaks and thus features which originally were srnaLl and dubious
wil-L now be quite prominent"

$uppose that the main visÍb1e features of a ganma-ray
spectrum baken by an ordínary scintir_ration spectrometer are a
compton part c and a photo-peak vr¡here the countinq rate is po

suppose that the source contains another weak Élammaîray whose
photo-peak, p, faÌls in the Compton region, C, of the strong
peak, P. rn ordinary gamma-ray specbrum tlre counting rate in the
compÈon region wirr thus be {c o p) and p being much ress than c,
the small photo-peak may not be recognizable. rf now a spectrum
is taken wit,h the Èotal absorption spectrometer dqscribed in
this thesis, the compton portion will be reduced Lo, sêrr l/n of
lts orÍginaL var-ue but the photo-peak wirl remaÍn as before.
The counting rate in the compton region wirr now be (t . p) 

"rf this part be muÌtiplied by n and then the unreduced cornpton
curve be subtracted from it, the resurting curve wir-l have a
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counting rate (n - 1)p, that is, only the photo-peak wÍl-l- be

shown 
"

The standard deviation in the counting rate N at any

point of å spectrum is, clue to statisÈical fLuctuations, given
uy./Í- " rn the spectrum, of the source of features outlined
in the preceding paragraph, obtained by an ordinary scintil-latlon
spectrometer, the smal-L photo-peak r tpt r could only be suspected

1f p > I c . 0n the other hand, in the specbrum obtained by the
total absorpti.on spectrometer, c is reduced ao t and. hence the

ITsmal-l- photo-peak can be suspected if p ,l X " This shows that
the efficiency of the total absorption spectrometer for the
recognition of weak gamma rays in presence of strong ones is
improved by a factor or l; over the ordinary scintillation
spectrometer where n is the Compton reduction factor. Also, it
should be noted, that the subtraction ana] ysis could only be

carried out wi f;ten p t/ ä , that is, there is a deflnite suspicion
of the presence of f?somethingo? apart from the compton portion,

This method of analysis by subtraction was applied to
the l13r curve, fn Fig, 

'zT 
the curve c.was mu-ttiplied by & and

then from this. hras subLracted the curve A, Resultant curve is
shown in Fig. ?8. Here the features are quite cl_ear" The g0 Kev

line is almost completely absent" The 28t+ Kev line is now obviously
reduced indicating that it is coincident with some other line
(80 Kev in this case)" The weak 1ó3 Kev l_ine j_s now very rtistinct,
PreviousJ.y it was hidden in the compton from the strong 36+ Kev

ga{runa line. It shoul-d be noted that the back-scattered peak of
36b Kev falls at r50 Kev r^¡hish is very close to 163 Kev and is
undistinguishabl_e from it in Fig. 27"
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OHAPTER 5,

CONCLUSION

A definlte improvement and simplification in the ganma-

ray specbrurn is achieved by the use of this spectrometer as

compared with spectruln obtained from an ordinary scintillation
spectrometeru The improvement is in the ease of recognition of
the weak gamma-rays which happen to fal] in the compton portion
of an intense gamma-raye Sirnplification is in the totaL number

of gamma-rays observed in the spectrum. They are fewer because

all the self-coincident lines tend to cancel. each other"

This spectrometer could be used to draw the gamma-ray

specbra with reduced Compton portion" If the j-nternal conversion
x-ray peak is also resol-ved, such a cLrrve with reduced compton

portion, can be utilized to calcuLate the internal conversion

coefficients for certain isotopes with fairly sinple cìecay schemes"

The use of an anti-compton shieJ-d, as outrined in this
thesisr is of great potential val-ue" In scintil-l-ation gamma-ray

spectroscopye measurements may be made with the source outside the

anti-Compton shield and the radiation coll-imated through a hole in
the shield or with the source inside the shieÌd but ouËÈide the
crystal-" rn both, weak gamma-rays may be investigated and

cascades may be identified,

rn coincidence studies and particuJ-arly in an¡¡ular
correlation studies r an anti-Compton shield could be utilized to
reduce substantially the number of spurious counts"
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A large \^reJl type crystal !¡dth the source placed at

the centre is very useful for certain purposes because it adds

all the coÍnciCent gamma-rays" The effectiveness of such a large

crystal spectrometer may further be increased by using a Cornpton

reduction shieLd as described in this thesls" It will give a

nore complete.reducÈion in the Compton portion, especialLy if
a very large crystal is not acceptable because of its inferior
resolution" Probably a liquid scintillattin tank as the anti-
Conpton shield hrill be more economic than the plastic shielcl

described in this thesis,
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